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Abstract. Seals have a long tradition. For hundreds of years official documents 
were sealed using exceptional seals. Letters, chests and barrels were closed with 
seals impressions to preserve integrity.  
 The pictures which were imprinted with a seal stamp on the front side of a seal 
changed throughout the centuries. Portraits of emperors or popes confirmed the 
importance of documents. The privilege of having seals remains reserved for these 
key people only. During the 12th century town seals started to appear. 
 Absolutely unappreciated were the fingerprints impression on the reverse side 
of the medieval seals. From whom are these unique lines of fingerprints imprinted in 
the seals wax (interpapillary lines) which preserve traces of the identity of the one 
person or several people. The name, the origin and the circumstances of life of these 
persons. There are absolutely no documentations in this field of expertise. 
 The question was: are the fingerprints on the seals a convenient way to 
determine if a special person may be an official member of the city´s administration 
or could it be possible having the same person over and over again imprinting his 
fingerprints in the seals over a certain time? The research team hoped for the ideal 
result having a full match between the person´s fingerprint in the seals belonging to 
a high official within the township and simultaneously to the producer of the seals. 
 An inspection plan was designed with DR (RT-S) and µFocus. The 
conventional RT-S inspection as well as the µFocus showed no satisfactory results. 
Of course the pictures of the seals in general were visible but no interpapillary lines 
in the wax of the seal´s fingerprints could be detected. 
 No satisfactory results were attained even with conventional CT-system by 
200µm digital resolution. Therefore the research team switched to the higher 
resolution to inspect the seal´s fingerprints using µCT. 
 The seals showed through the µCT that the fingerprints were free of flaws to 
draw one´s own conclusion in identifying it´s true origin. Consequently the client 
was able to proceed with the forensic analysis. 
 

More info about this article: http://ndt.net/?id=19702
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1. The great wax seal of Speyer document 1U-939 / 27. June 1567  

   

  

VT: Enlargement of the city seal of Speyer /        
27.June 1567 

 

 

   

  

µCT: Speyer’s city seal reverse with 
fingerprints/27. June 1567 

 

 

This city seal 1U 929 above of the national archive of Speyer is the first seal 
generally which was examined for the first time with Computed Tomography and marks 
the beginning of an unusual interdisciplinary project. 

2. Do you know Engelin von Rinkenberg?  

He was a councilor from 1389-1425 and a mayor between 1413-1425 of the city of Speyer. 
It might well be, that this person ex office in his lifetime added his additional certification 
in form of fingerprints to the reverse of the Speyer city seal with the index finger. These 
fingerprints on the reverse of the seal of the city of Speyer were depressed three times in 
vertical direction in the wax of the seal. 

3. Seal from juridical view  

Seals are and always were from largest relevance for the right. A seal means that the 
contents of a document are verified by an author or a corporation not only by any signature 
on the document itself but raises the personal allocation and thereby reaches a certification 
especially sure about forgery. The seals are used till now. The notarial and sealed form 
under documents , the stucked seal with cord judgments, which are executable, or the stamp 
on a passport photograph which shows a form of seals. 
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4. Project 

Just these fingerprints found interest of the art history which was never examined before in 
Germany. 

These fingerprints mark an unusual interdisciplinary project by the friendly 
assistance of the Volkswagen-foundation (beginning 2015) in the city archive of Speyer. 
Project partners are the art historian Dr. Markus Späht (Justus-Liebig-University of 
Gießen), Dr. Joachim Kemper head of cultural heritage office of the city archive Speyer, 
specialists of the state office of criminal investigation in Mainz and the directorate of the 
criminal Police office of Ludwigshafen / Rhine. 

With the possibilities of the non-destructive testing of the BMB Gesellschaft für 
Materialprüfung mbH for the first time ever seals were examined and selected for the 
forensic investigation by following methods: UV A, Digital Microscopy, Digital 
Radioscopy, Microfocus and 3D-Microcomputertomography. 

The seal of Speyer was used continuously on behalf of the citizenship by the mayor 
and the city council of Speyer since the 13th century until the end of the Imperial City time 
(end of the 18th century). It was used for the sealing of documents and contracts. For art 
historians it is a “milestone1” of representation the matters of a growing awareness of the 
citizenship and is considered as the pioneer of the examination of seals for other medieval 
towns. 

Probably the stamp of the city seal was created by a goldsmith about 1231, the year 
of the first noticeable imprint. The seal is provided with the inscription * SIGILLIUM CI-
VIVUM SPIRENSIVEM, which names the citizens of Speyer as the collective owners of 
the seal. 

The silhouette of the Speyer cathedral frames the mother of God as a patroness of 
the city and the cathedral with the Christ child, which shows the central theological image 
aligned to the Last Judgement. 

The representations of walls, gates and churches are therefore not to be seen as a 
realistic image of the city of Speyer, but rather referring to the heavenly Jerusalem. The 
seal also demonstrate the development of corporations with an own legal quality.  

The seal of the city of Speyer is outstanding in this case, although a lot of medieval 
seals are provided with fingerprints on their reverse. Fingerprints are symbols of the Right. 
The seals of the city of Speyer show a characteristic pattern of three vertical fingerprints, 
which are located on the center axis. Those fingerprints were classified as an additional 
authentication for the person, who was involved or responsible for official documents of the 
city of Speyer. Older imperial documents wear on their front side the seals of the emperor, 
on the reverse the own personal seal of the emperor, never fingerprints! 

Already in the late Middle Ages, fingerprints were classified as an expression of 
individual human representation.² 

Fingerprints on seals in the Middle Ages never before attracted the interest of a 
research project in Germany. The city seal from the Middle Ages of Speyer counts to the 
best of all traditional ones, for this reason the seals were chosen for the project. Two 
important questions had to be answered: Why are these fingerprints consciously pressed on 
these seals as an expression of human individuality, and could it be possible that this fact 
shows the participation of the citizen in the city of Speyer and marks their increase of 
municipal identity with their own fingerprint as an expression of human individuality with 
the idea of leaving fingerprints as human traces on city seals.³ 
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4.1 Choice of the seals for the project 

During the project 30 seals were exemplary inspected. Fingerprints on the reverse of the 
seal are symbols of the Law – not only on the seal of the city of Speyer. Also other former 
imperial cities have these especially three vertical arranged fingerprints. Older imperial 
certificates bear the seals of the ruler and the personal seal of the emperor. Imitations of the 
motive of the city of Speyer are no longer possible, because of the loss of the seal stamp, 
which was in use from 1331 by the end of the 18th century. Replicas of the seals of Speyer 
today are fakes. 

With a preselecting of 30 seals started the examination and from the art historical 
point of view 19 seals reached a closer selection and were shortlisted during the period of 
1327 – 1465. 

The questions that occurred were inter alia: Was it only one person, or were there 
multiple persons who left their signatures on the reverse of a seal? How long is one and the 
same person verifiably in the manufacturing process (with several seals in several years)? 
The results of the examination of the fingerprints allow disclosing the participation of 
different citizens of Speyer which hold a position in the government of the city Written 
sources for the participation of relevant persons do not exist. 

The new and innovative approach of the project therefore connected topics of the art 
and city history with scientific methods. The preparation of the extensive dactyloscopic 
report by the experts of the State Criminal Police Office (LKA Mainz Germany) allowed 
detailed dactyloscopic statements for series of fingerprints on seals and associated with this 
information the “personal equality 4of some seals and their special period of time. Over 600 
years have passed between origin of the seals and the examination in 2015. The seal of the 
city of Speyer will also play an important role, especially because it was the first seal with 
fingerprints, which has been inspected by the newest possibilities of Computer tomography. 
The 3D sectional view of the fingerprints, enabled the experts the forensic identification. 

4.2 Inspection of the city seal of Speyer by the BMB Gesellschaft für Materialprüfung mbH 

First the well-chosen seals for the project were inspected under UV A if any modern 
material compositions were used for the selected seals Restorations and falsifications 
fluoresce under UV A if it contains nowadays material compositions. Historical materials 
are not fluorescing under UV A, modern material compositions are fluorescing because it 
contains whitening agent.  

For a better selection seals with fingerprints were examined also by Digital 
Microscopy. 
 
   

 VT-µ: digital microscopy of a seal’s fingerprint   
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 UV-A: of the identical fingerprint  
 

X-ray images were created with the assistance of Microfocus. With this method no 
papillary lines could be detected but indicated the information about the undamaged intact 
course of the cord of the seals attached to the document. By counterfeits changes can be 
detected or other important information for instance historical handmade nails which were 
never detected before.  
 
   

 RT-µ: fingerprint with a strap of the seal Speyer 
document 1U 609 

 

 
   

 RT-S: nails in the seal of Speyer document 1U 609  
 

For the dactyloscopic inspection the fingerprints were at first inspected by a CT-
system with a resolution of 60µm. To obtain higher detail recognition the seals were 
inspected with a resolution of 30µm. The accured data were sent to the LKA Mainz for the 
forensic inspection. 
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4.3 Classification of the CT systems according to their detail recognition 

 
CT: Upper fingerprint of the 
document 1U-939 in 3D data 

and with 2D the altitude 
profile of the fingertip 

nCT: Fingerprint CT in the nano  
area (5µm) 

 

CT: preparation of the seals with  
a special holder 

 

4.4 With a special software the further investigation concerning “personal equalities” 
started 

All people own an absolutely individually formed picture of her fingerprints; even twins 
have no identical fingerprints and these remain lifelong. Just by minor injuries the skin 
ridges will continue to grow at the same rate The development of the skin ridges starts 
already with the embryo from the 6th life week. Basic patterns of the finger impressions are 
distinguished for example in width of the skin ridges, whirls, loops, ellipses, curve or 
spirals.  

Single skin ridges are analysed with mikroscopiy to detect the minutiae (lat.: little 
things).Single skin ridges will be examined if there are bifurcations or other special forms 
inside. Skin ridges also will be examined by the number of pores and their looks between 
With this special expression and their distribution on the fingerprint unique signs can be 
separated. The different methods of fingerprint recognition, regarding the correspondence 
and their comparability, have a similar system in all biometric systems The beginn is the 
originating of the datas. If two fingerprints have the same number of minutiae, we speak of 
an identity. 
 
 

The dactyloscopic inspection of the seals of the city of Speyer found with the the 
data of the CT identical matches. The seals of the years 1339 and 1344 are identic. The 
seals of 1359 and1360 belong to one person.The fingerprints of seals 1453, 1455 and 1465 
belong to one person. The person had a scar on the finger. This scar was identified on the 
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seal from 1455 and 1465 and is originated by the finger of one person. The CT images of 
these finger imprints will be shown by the WCNDT 2016. 
 
It might be that Engelin of Rinkenberg indeed sealed a document with his fingerprints of 
one of the seals that were inspected at the BMB testing laboratory.  
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